The vibrational normal modes of beta-barrels in an IgG antibody molecule.
Based on the quasi-continuity model, and using the method of group theory, we studied the normal vibrations of the VL- and the CHL-beta-barrels in an IgG molecule. We put emphasis on the Raman- and the infrared-active normal modes. The Raman modes we obtained include both the breathing motion mode (or the dominant low-frequency mode) which corresponds to the maximum peak in the Raman spectrum, and the normal modes that correspond to the lower peaks. Our calculated vibration frequencies are found to be in good agreement with the experimental results observed by Painter et al. (Biopolymers 20 (1981) 243). The method and work presented in this paper may improve Chou's quasi-continuity theory in calculating the vibrational modes of a beta-barrel protein.